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In 1913 the State of North Carolina officially recognized Robeson County Indians as
"Cherokees," a designation that went largely unnoticed by the Federal Government. When the
same Indians petitioned for Federal recognition and assistance in 1915, the Senate tasked the
Office of Indian Affairs to report on the "tribal rights and conditions" of those Robeson County
Indians. Special Indian Agent Orlando McPherson, a Midwesterner who was in the final stages
of a long career as a civil servant, was commissioned to investigate. The resulting federal
report is essentially literature review in the guise of fact-finding. It relies heavily on Robeson
county legislator Hamilton McMillan's musings on the relationship between Sir Walter Raleigh's
Lost Colony and the Indians around Robeson County. The report reaches many erroneous
conclusions, in part because it was based in an anthropological framework of white
supremacy, segregation-era politics, and assumptions about racial "purity." In fact, later
researchers would establish that the Lumbees, as Malinda Lowery writes, "are survivors from
the dozens of tribes in that territory who established homes with the Native people, as well as
free European and enslaved African settlers, who lived in what became their core homeland:
the low-lying swamplands along the border of North and South Carolina." Excavations would
later establish the presence of Native people in that homeland since at least 1000 A.D.
Ironically, McPherson's murky colonial history connecting Lumbees to early colonial settlers
was used to legitimize them and to deflect their categorization as African-Americans. The
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McPherson report documents one important phase of an Indian people's long path to selfdetermination and political recognition, a path that would designate them variously as Croatan,
Cherokee Indians of Robeson County, Siouan Indians of the Lumber River, and finally,
Lumbee--the title of their own choosing and the one we use today. A DOCSOUTH BOOK. This
collaboration between UNC Press and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Library
brings classic works from the digital library of Documenting the American South back into print.
DocSouth Books uses the latest digital technologies to make these works available in
paperback and e-book formats. Each book contains a short summary and is otherwise
unaltered from the original publication. DocSouth Books provide affordable and easily
accessible editions to a new generation of scholars, students, and general readers.
From its dubious beginnings as a pirate-filled colony to a popular tourist destination, North
Carolina has an amazingly colorful history. Author and illustrator Ben Fortson presents that
history in the form of off-the-wall anecdotes, poignant insights and sublimely silly illustrations.
Take a hilarious look at Daniel Boone's larger-than-life Carolina personality. Peruse an
uproarious account of the Andrew Jackson birthplace controversy or politically astute
commentary on the power of tobacco in the state. Fortson takes readers on a side-splitting and
educational ride through the annals of Tar Heel State history.
New Voyages to Carolina offers a bold new approach for understanding and telling North
Carolina's history. Recognizing the need for such a fresh approach and reflecting a generation
of recent scholarship, eighteen distinguished authors have sculpted a broad, inclusive narrative
of the state's evolution over more than four centuries. The volume provides new lenses and
provocative possibilities for reimagining the state's past. Transcending traditional markers of
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wars and elections, the contributors map out a new chronology encompassing geological
realities; the unappreciated presence of Indians, blacks, and women; religious and cultural
influences; and abiding preferences for industrial development within the limits of "progressive"
politics. While challenging traditional story lines, the authors frame a candid tale of the state's
development. Contributors: Dorothea V. Ames, East Carolina University Karl E. Campbell,
Appalachian State University James C. Cobb, University of Georgia Peter A. Coclanis,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Stephen Feeley, McDaniel College Jerry
Gershenhorn, North Carolina Central University Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore, Yale University
Patrick Huber, Missouri University of Science and Technology Charles F. Irons, Elon University
David Moore, Warren Wilson College Michael Leroy Oberg, State University of New York,
College at Geneseo Stanley R. Riggs, East Carolina University Richard D. Starnes, Western
Carolina University Carole Watterson Troxler, Elon University Bradford J. Wood, Eastern
Kentucky University Karin Zipf, East Carolina University
History of the Public Schools of North Carolina
This collection of nineteen original essays on selected topics and epochs in North Carolina
history offers a broad survey of the state from its discovery and colonization to the present.
Each chapter consists of an interpretive essay on a specific aspect of North Carolina's history,
a collection of supporting documents, and a brief bibliography. Selections cover historical
periods ranging from Elizabethan to contemporary times and examine such issues as slavery,
populism, civil rights, and the status of women. Essays address the tragedy of North Carolina's
Indians, the state's role in the Revolutionary War and the Confederacy, and the impact of the
Great Depression. North Carolina's place in the New South and evangelical culture in the state
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are also discussed. Designed as a supplementary reader for the study and teaching of North
Carolina history, The North Carolina Experience will introduce college students to the process
of historical research and writing. It will also be a valuable resource in secondary schools,
public libraries, and the homes of those interested in North Carolina history.
The Outer Banks have long been of interest to geologists, historians, linguists, sportsmen, and
beachcombers. This long series of low, narrow, sandy islands stretches along the North
Carolina coast for more than 175 miles. Here on Roanoke Island in the 1580s, the first English
colony in the New World was established. It vanished soon after, becoming the famous "lost
colony." At Ocracoke, in 1718, the pirate Blackbeard was killed; at Hatteras Inlet and Roanoke
Island important Civil War battles were fought; at Kitty Hawk and Kill Devil Hills the Wright
brothers experimented with gliders and in 1903 made their epic flight. The Graveyard of the
Atlantic, scene of countless shipwrecks, lies all along the ever-shifting shores of the Banks.
This is the fascinating story of the Banks and the Bankers; of whalers, stockmen, lifesavers,
wreckers, boatmen, and fishermen; of the constantly changing inlets famous for channel bass
fishing; and of the once thriving Diamond City that disappeared completely in a three-year
period.
Traces North Carolina's growth and development from early exploration to the formation of a
state government.
History of Nursing in North Carolina
In the last three decades North Carolina has witnessed a remarkable growth in population,
economic development, and political importance, and it now ranks as the tenth most populous
state in the Union. The Tar Heel State: A History of North Carolina constitutes the most
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comprehensive and inclusive single-volume chronicle of the state's storied past to date,
culminating with an attentive look at recent events that have transformed North Carolina into a
southern megastate.
This book presents a re-evaluation of the objectives and actions of the 'Tar Heel Reds' from
the 1920s to the 1960s. The author argues that, contrary to widely held belief, they were not a
threat to national security, nor were they beholden to the Soviet Union and that their aims are
now accepted parts of the national consensus.
In a bicentennial history of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, William D. Snider
leads us from the chartering and siting of a charming campus and village in 1795 through the
struggles, innovations, and expansions that have carried the school to national and
international prominence. Throughout, Snider provides fine portraits of individuals significant in
the life of the university, from William R. Davie and Joseph Caldwell to Harry Woodburn
Chase, Frank Porter Graham, and William C. Friday. His book evokes for all who have been
part of the Chapel Hill community memories of their own associations with the campus and a
sense of the greater history of the institution of which they were a part.
Presents a comprehensive social history of North Carolina by focusing on dozens of historic
sites and the lives of ordinary people who lived and worked nearby. First published in 1983 as
a five-volume series, this illustrated state history is now revised and available in a single
volume.
Law and Society in the South reconstructs eight pivotal legal disputes heard in North Carolina
courts between the 1830s and the 1970s and examines some of the most controversial issues
of southern history, including white supremacy and race relations, the teaching of evolution in
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public schools, and Prohibition. Finally, the book explores the various ways in which law and
society interacted in the South during the civil rights era. The voices of racial minorities-some
urging integration, others opposing it-grew more audible within the legal system during this
time. Law and Society in the South divulges the true nature of the courts: as the unpredictable
venues of intense battles between southerners as they endured dramatic changes in their
governing values.
Originally published in 1992, South Carolina in the Modern Age was the first history of
contemporary South Carolina to appear in more than a quarter century and helped establish
the reputation of the Palmetto State's premier historian, Walter Edgar, who had not yet begun
the two landmark volumes—South Carolina: A History and The South Carolina
Encyclopedia—that also bear his name. Available once again, this illustrated volume chronicles
transformational events in South Carolina as the state emerged from the devastation that
followed the Civil War and progressed through the challenges of the twentieth century. After
the Civil War, South Carolina virtually disappeared from the national consciousness and
became a historical backwater. But as the nation began to look to the twentieth century, South
Carolina stirred once again. It took a world war, the U.S. Supreme Court, and strong-willed
leadership to place South Carolina once more within the American mainstream. Edgar has
divided this text into four essays, each covering a quarter century of South Carolina history.
Each essay has a particular focus: South Carolina's hectic political scene (1891–1916); a
period of economic stagnation during which the myths of the state's glorious past were honed
and polished (1916–41); the impetus that World War II gave to economic development
(1941–66); and social changes wrought by urbanization, industrial development, and
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desegregation (1966–91). South Carolina in the Modern Age also includes a chronology of
state history and a list of suggested readings. More than seventy illustrations, many previously
unpublished, add a visual dimension to the story.
For those who visit and those who make the region their home, there is something captivating
about the mountains of Western North Carolina. These ancient hills have cradled a culture that
encompasses Cherokee heritage, pioneer legacies and urban visions. With a warm, accessible
style, longtime Asheville Citizen-Times writer Rob Neufeld offers an exploration of Western
North Carolina's history through the stories of its people. We meet Lillian Exum Clement, the
first female legislator in the South; and Nina Simone, the African American singing prodigy
from Tryon. We get to view controversial elements of the Civil War in Western North Carolina
from multiple points of view and draw our own conclusions. We comprehend the variety of
people who have created the region as it exists now--alive with traditions, contradictions and
promise. Instead of merely reciting historical fact, Neufeld helps readers understand the history
of the mountains by allowing us to "walk in the shoes" of the Native Americans, farmers,
soldiers and others who preceded us. More than an enlightening read, this book illuminates the
progression of frontier life that we have come to know as Western North Carolina history. By
linking the lives and experiences of the land's various inhabitants, Neufeld captures the spirit of
Appalachia within this volume.
New Voyages to CarolinaReinterpreting North Carolina HistoryUNC Press Books
This award-winning, lavishly illustrated history displays the wide range of North Carolina's
architectural heritage, from colonial times to the beginning of World War II. North Carolina
Architecture addresses the state's grand public and private buildings that have become familiar
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landmarks, but it also focuses on the quieter beauty of more common structures: farmhouses,
barns, urban dwellings, log houses, mills, factories, and churches. These buildings, like the
people who created them and who have used them, are central to the character of North
Carolina. Now in a convenient new format, this portable edition of North Carolina Architecture
retains all of the text of the original edition as well as hundreds of halftones by master
photographer Tim Buchman. Catherine Bishir's narrative analyzes construction and design
techniques and locates the structures in their cultural, political, and historical contexts. This
extraordinary history of North Carolina's built world presents a unique and valuable portrait of
the state.
Buried deep within the hills and hollers of North Carolina's majestic Appalachian Mountains are
stories, traditions and a proud cultural heritage unlike any other. Hidden History of the Western
North Carolina Mountains reveals the people, customs and folklore of the region, exploring
bygone traditions, fascinating real-life characters and tales so tall they rival the peaks that
shape the landscape. What was life like for workers in the gristmills? Was Abraham Lincoln
actually born in Bostic in Rutherford County? Who was Amos Owens, and why was he known
as the Cherry Bounce King"?? Journey through the mountains with North Carolinian Alice Sink
as she investigates these and other questions, unveiling the history of life in western North
Carolina that traditional accounts have overlooked."
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
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most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
This successor to the classic Lefler-Newsome North Carolina: The History of a Southern State,
published in 1954, presents a fresh survey history that includes the contemporary scene.
Drawing upon recent scholarship, the advice of specialists, and his own knowledge, Powell has
created a splendid narrative that makes North Carolina history accessible to both students and
general readers. For years to come, this will be the standard college text and an essential
reference for home and office.
Now in its third edition, North Carolina's Hurricane History is a popular illustrated history of the
more than fifty great storms that have battered the Tar Heel state from the days of the first
European explorers through 1999's devastating hurricane Floyd, which caused $6 billion in
damages. Jay Barnes examined newspaper reports, National Weather Service records, and
eyewitness descriptions to compile this extraordinary chronicle, which also features nearly 300
photographs, maps, and illustrations.

North Carolina: A History
How much do you know about the Tar Heel State? There's so much to learn about
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North Carolina that even natives of the state don't know. In this trivia book, you'll learn
more about North Carolina's history, pop culture, sports, unsolved mysteries, and so
much more. In The Great Book of North Carolina, you'll find the answers to the
following questions: How did North Carolina get its name? Why is it known as the "Tar
Heel State"? What happened to the "Lost Colony"? Which famous pirate was killed in
the Outer Banks? What popular recreational activity was invented in the state? What
soda company got its start in North Carolina? Which sport originated from the Tar Heel
State? Which NBA legend was raised in North Carolina? What urban legends haunt the
state? What's the most haunted spot in North Carolina? And so much more! This book
is packed with facts about North Carolina. Some of the facts in this book may shock
you. Others may give you chills. But the one thing they all have in common is that
they're all interesting! Whether you feel like an amateur or a pro on North Carolina
trivia, you're bound to walk away with plenty of new knowledge about the state once
you finish this book. Your friends won't stand a chance at your next trivia night! So,
what are you waiting for? Get started now to learn more about North Carolina!
Describes the state's prehistory and archaeological discoveries
Containing the exact description and natural history of that country, together with the
present state thereof; and a journal of a thousand miles, travelled through several
nations of Indians, giving a particular account of their customs, manners, etc. Originally
published in 1711.
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North Carolina 2nd edition is a single volume, fascinating history of the state that covers
political, economic, cultural and social dimensions of the Tar Heel state’s past. This
new edition includes new material and an updated history to the present day. The most
up-to-date history of the state, encompassing events up until 2015 The new edition
includes six sections of primary-source documents Includes the very latest historical
literature Answers meaningful questions concerning the history and the future of this
unique and quickly growing state
Originally published in 1992, A History of African Americans in North Carolina was the
first one-volume survey of black history in the state. It traced the story of black North
Carolinians from the colonial period into the 1990s. A revised edition was issued in
2002 that included a new chapter examining the expanding political influence of North
Carolina's African Americans and the rise of effective black politicians.
Matching up history with the calendar, Ansley Wegner shares with readers a day-byday chronicle highlighting topics of importance to North Carolina history, from
sensational crimes to top-selling records to homegrown businesses. This keepsake
illustrated volume, fun and informative for all ages, had its genesis as a blog, issued
daily for four years on the web and on broadcast outlets.
Natives and Newcomers describes North Carolina's Indians and the dramatic changes
that occurred when Europeans and Africans entered their land. North Carolinians of the
nineteenth century dwelt in an agrarian world. It is the first volume in The Way We
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Lived in North Carolina, a pioneering series that uses historic places as windows to the
past. Even before Raleigh's "lost colony," Europeans had explored the coast and the
mountains. the first permanent newcomers were English migrants from Virginia,
followed after 1715 by planters and slaves from South Carolina. In the next halfcentury, thousands of German, Scotch-Irish, and Scottish settlers came by boat from
Europe and by wagon from the North. Those who carved out farms in the piedmont had
little in common with coastal planters or the backcountry elite of lawyers, judges, and
merchants. By the late 1760s, western farmers organized as Regulators to protest
unjust taxes, corrupt courts, and threats to private property -- issues that would soon
reappear as part of the patriot rhetoric of the American Revolution. Locations used to
illuminate this early period range from the Town Creek Indian Mound to Governor
Tryon's Palace. Sites include not only colonial plantations, churches, and forts, but also
frontier cabins, wilderness parks, historic trails, and Indian settlements.
The North Carolina barrier islands, a 325-mile-long string of narrow sand islands that
forms the coast of North Carolina, are one of the most beloved areas to live and visit in
the United States. However, extensive barrier island segments and their associated
wetlands are in jeopardy. In The Battle for North Carolina's Coast, four experts on
coastal dynamics examine issues that threaten this national treasure. According to the
authors, the North Carolina barrier islands are not permanent. Rather, they are highly
mobile piles of sand that are impacted by sea-level rise and major storms and
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hurricanes. Our present development and management policies for these changing
islands are in direct conflict with their natural dynamics. Revealing the urgency of the
environmental and economic problems facing coastal North Carolina, this essential
book offers a hopeful vision for the coast's future if we are willing to adapt to the
barriers' ongoing and natural processes. This will require a radical change in our
thinking about development and new approaches to the way we visit and use the coast.
Ultimately, we cannot afford to lose these unique and valuable islands of opportunity.
This book is an urgent call to protect our coastal resources and preserve our coastal
economy.
Children and parents will love learning their very first ideas about North Carolina in My
N.C. from A-Z. This colorful, sturdy board book celebrates pride of place, creates
connections to North Carolina's rich African American heritage, and teaches children
about human equality and social justice. A perfect first baby or toddler book!
The rich history of North Carolina's Outer Banks is reflected in the names of its towns,
geographic features, and waterways. A book over twenty years in the making, The
Outer Banks Gazetteer is a comprehensive reference guide to the region's place
names—over 3,000 entries in all. Along the way, Roger L. Payne has cataloged an
incredible history of beaches, inlets, towns and communities, islands, rivers, and even
sand dunes. There are also many entries for locations that no longer exist—inlets that
have disappeared due to erosion or storms, abandoned towns, and Native American
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villages—which highlight important and nearly forgotten places in North Carolina's
history. Going beyond simply recounting the facts behind the names, Payne offers
information-packed and entertainingly written stories of North Carolina, its coastal
geography, and its people. Perfect for anyone interested in the North Carolina coast,
this invaluable reference guide uncovers the history of one of the most-visited areas in
the Southeast.
This volume contains a parade of exciting events written in a lively, readable style, with
the purpose of pleasantly instructing the intermediate-grade student in North Carolina
history. The scene offered represents a variety of state geography and historical
periods, a diversity of occupations and types of people. Originally published in 1966. A
UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital
technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were
previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from the original, and are
presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural
value.
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